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Abstract: In the course of SARS-CoV-2 infection, the 3CL or nsp5 protease plays a pivotal role as
the most important viral protease required for the maturation of viral proteins during host infection.
Herein, we simulated for 500 ns 3CLproWT, 3CLproH41A, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron, in complex
with the substrates nsp 4|5 and nsp 5|6. Our results show that mutations in the 3CLpro present in
the SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern (VOCs) did not lead to significant conformational changes or
changes in substrate binding affinities. However, significantly high cleavage rates for the boundary
between nsp4 and nsp5 were obtained for 3CLproBeta and 3CLproOmicron and may play a key role in
viral replication and virus fitness gain. Our molecular dynamics data suggest that the cleavage rate
of nsp4|5 may be related to the increased amount of viral load observed for these VOCs, releasing
more nsp4 than other non-structural proteins. This study is limited by being fully computational.
However, our results suggest that the cleavage rate may be affected by mutations. Based on our
hydrogen bonding analyses, we also discovered that Gly143 and Glu166 are key residues in substrate
recognition, suggesting that these residues may be incorporated as pharmacophoric centers for Beta
and Omicron variants in drug design. Our results suggest that Gly143 and Glu166 are essential
residues to interact with Gln6 of the different substrates and, therefore, are potential broad-spectrum
pharmacophoric centers of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro.
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1. Introduction

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has caused the
current pandemic, the largest of the 21st century [1]. According to the World Health Organi-
zation (WHO), the novel coronavirus infected more than 762 million individuals and killed
more than 6.8 million people worldwide [2]. Previous studies performed with SARS-CoV
(referring to the coronavirus responsible for the 2002/2003 epidemic) were fundamental
in the development of vaccines and studies of SARS-CoV-2 inhibitors of the virus’s life
cycle in the host cell [3,4]. Vaccination was essential to drastically reduce the number of
infections and deaths caused by the virus [5,6]. Although more than 12.4 billion doses of
vaccines were applied and more than 5 billion people are fully vaccinated, the vaccination
does not prevent the transmission of the virus due to emerging novel SARS-CoV-2 Variants
of Concern (VOCs) that are resistant to neutralizing antibodies [5,6]. The emergence of
SARS-CoV-2 VOCs resistant to vaccines has concerned the scientific community [1]. In
2020 December, the Alpha variant (or lineage B.1.1.7, or Clade 20I) emerged and was soon
recognized as both more transmissible and more lethal than the ancestral strain [7]. In
2020 September, the Beta variant (or B.1.351 lineage, or Clade 20H) emerged in South Africa,
showing greater transmissibility and lethality than the Alpha variant [8]. Next, the Gamma
variant (or lineage P.1, or Clade 20J) originated in Brazil and Japan, becoming predominant
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in these countries and spreading to neighboring countries [9]. In 2020 September, the Delta
variant (or lineage B.1.617.2, or Clades 21A, 21I, 21J) emerged in India, presenting several
mutations that allowed its predominance worldwide [10]. In November 2021, the Omicron
variant (or B.1.529 lineage) emerged and, in less than 3 months, became predominant over
the Delta variant worldwide [1,11,12]. The lineage B.1.529 (Clade 21M) gave rise to its
sub-lineages, BA.1 (Clade 21K), BA.2 (Clade 21L), BA.2.12.1 (Clade 22C), BA.4 (Clade 22A),
and BA.5 (Clade 22B). In 2023 March, the proportions of the Omicron sub-variants repre-
sented more than 80% when compared with other VOCs, with XBB.1 and XBB.1.5 having
more than 55% prevalence in the reported cases of COVID-19 [13].

Among the molecular targets, the Spike protein and the 3-chymotrypsin-like protease
(3CLpro or Mpro, SARS-CoV-2 main protease) play key roles in vaccine and drug designs,
respectively [14–19]. In particular, the 3CLpro cleaves 13 sites of two polyproteins, pp1a
and pp1ab, which are results from translation of the genomic mRNA. The active form of
the 3CLpro is a homodimer, in which each protomer has domains I, II, and III. Domains I
(residues 10–99) and II (residues 100–182) are formed by six antiparallel β-strands, where
the catalytic site is located between them [20]. Domain III (residues 198–303) is composed
of five α-helices that are involved in the regulation of 3CLpro dimerization through salt
interactions between residue E290 of one protomer and residue R4 of the neighboring
protomer [21]. Dimerization of 3CLpro is a critical process for catalytic activity because the
N-finger of each of the protomers interacts with E166 of the other protomer, adjusting the
S1 subsite to bind the substrate [14,22]. The interface between domains I and II is composed
of the side chains of V13, L115, F150, P122 of one protomer, and P9 of the other protomer;
together, they form strong hydrophobic interactions [23]. Any substitution of these residues
for larger or more polar ones causes a reduction in catalytic activity, suggesting that they
are residues important for inter-domain contact [23]. Conversely, at the dimer interface
between the domain I of one protomer and the domain I of another protomer, it is reported
that there is an extensive network of hydrogen bonds from residues S10, G11, and E14 of
one protomer with residues S10, G11, and E14 from the other protomer [23]. This interaction
network is thus expected to play a key role in maintaining SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro dimer [23].

The main catalytic residues of 3CLpro are dyad H41 and C145. Cysteine Is con-
served among the family Coronaviridae [24] and acts as a nucleophile in the proteolytic
process [25,26]. The active site is composed of four subsites, S1, S1’, S2, and S4 [26], fol-
lowing the Schecter-Berger nomenclature for proteases [27]. The Sis and Si’s represent the
subsites of the enzyme and the Pis and Pi’s are notations for the substrate, in which the
substrate is cleaved between P1 and P1’. Structural studies have shown that the 3CLpro
substrate may occupy mainly four subsites, S1’, S1, S2, and S4. The S1 subsite is composed
of the residues F140, C145, S144, and H163. Specifically, the side chain of F140 makes π-π
interaction with H163, interacting with the N-finger of the neighboring protomer. Such
interaction networks play an important role for the structural stability of the active site
and molecular recognition of the substrate [26]. The S1’ subsite is more exposed to the
aqueous environment than other subsites, and it is composed of residues T25, T26, L27,
and H41. This sub-site has a function of accommodating residues that present small bulk
side chains [26]. The S2 subsite is highly hydrophobic, composed of residues M49, Y54, and
M165 and the alkyl part of the side chain of D187 [26]. Finally, the S4 subsite consists of
residues M165, L167, F185, Q192, and Q189 [26]. A multiple alignment of the amino acid
sequences in the vicinity of the cleavage sites has shown that 3CLpro recognizes the consen-
sus sequence X-(L/F/M)-Q↓(G/A/S)-X (where X = any amino acid, the arrow ↓ being the
substrate cleavage site) [18,28]. Thus, the molecular recognition of 3CLpro by the substrate
depends exclusively on the physicochemical features of the specific residues present in the
target sequence of each substrate. Therefore, insights into the nature of the interactions
involved in substrate recognition by 3CLpro are essential to allow an understanding of
how structural information relates to the biological response of the virus, and thus are also
essential in the drug design of novel anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs [18,29–32].
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Herein, we simulated 3CLproWT, 3CLproH41A, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron in com-
plex with substrates nsp4|5 and nsp5|6 for 500 ns. Our results reveal that nsp4|5 showed
good conformational stability in the active site, but was significantly more stable in
3CLproWT and 3CLproOmicron. Furthermore, our root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF)
analysis showed that mutations in 3CLproBeta and 3CLproOmicron make both variants
more stable, i.e., diminishes their intrinsic mobility, thus making these proteins more
prone to maintain longer interactions with the nsp4|5 and nsp5|6 substrates. However,
3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron did not show significant differences in the es-
timated KD values for the aforementioned substrates. Still, our molecular dynamics data
suggest that the cleavage rate of nsp4|5 is higher for the 3CLproOmicron variant and could
be related to the higher viral load of these VOC, as the efficient release of nsp4 is essential
for the replication and assembly of replicative structures of the virus [33]. Therefore, our
results suggest that a higher viral load of VOCs may be related to enhanced enzymatic
activity of the main protease of SARS-CoV-2 [1,34].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Site-Directed Mutation In Silico

We built enzyme/substrate complexes from PDB IDs 7DVP (3CLproH41A/nsp4|5),
7DVW (3CLproH41A/nsp5|6), and 7DW6 (3CLproH41A/nsp14|15) [26]. To obtain WT,
Beta, and Omicron, we changed the corresponding residues using the Maestro program
(academic version v. 2021-4, by Schrödinger; New York, NY, USA) [35]. After modeling
the corresponding structures, the generated PDB files were used as inputs in molecular
dynamics studies. The protonation states of ionizable residues in an implicitly aque-
ous environment at pH 7.0 were initially determined using the PROPKA module imple-
mented in the Maestro program (academic version v. 2021-4, by Schrödinger) [35]. Thus,
(1) all glutamic and aspartic residues were represented as unprotonated; (2) arginine and
lysine residues were assumed to have a positive charge; (3) at the N- and C-terminal
regions, the amino and carboxyl groups were converted into charged groups; and (4) his-
tidines were protonated according to PROPKA prediction and manual inspection, such
as 3CLproWT, δ-tautomer (all), and ε-tautomer (none); 3CLproBeta, δ-tautomer (all), and
ε-tautomer (none); and 3CLproOmicron and δ-tautomer (all except H132).

All molecular dynamics simulations were performed using GROMACS, v. 5.1.4 [36–39],
using the OPLS-AA force field [40]. All peptide substrates were parametrized using the
OPLS-AA force field implemented in GROMACS. All systems were then explicitly solvated
with TIP3P water models in a cubic box and neutralized, maintaining a concentration of
150 mM NaCl, and minimized until reaching a maximum force of 10.0 kJ/mol or a maxi-
mum number of steps at 50,000. The systems were consecutively equilibrated in isothermal-
isochoric (NVT) ensembles for 3 ns (number of steps and intervals of 1,500,000 and 2 fs,
respectively) and isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensembles (1 bar, 310 K) for 3 ns (number of
steps and intervals of 1,500,000 and 2 fs, respectively).

All simulations were then performed in a periodic cubic box considering a minimum
distance of 1.2 nm between any protein atom and the walls of the box. Molecular dynam-
ics runs were performed in isothermal-isobaric ensembles (1 bar, 310 K, NpT) for 500 ns
(number of steps and intervals of 250,000,000 and 2 fs, respectively) in the NpT system. The
leap-frog algorithm was used to integrate Newton’s equations. LINCS (Linear Constraint
Solver) was selected to satisfy the holonomic constraints, whose number of iterations and
order were 1 and 4, respectively. Neighbor search grid cells were used (Verlet clipping
scheme, frequency to update neighbor list of 20 steps and clipping distance for short range
neighbor list of 12 Å). In the van der Waals parameters, the forces were smoothly shifted to
zero between 10 and 12 Å. In Coulomb electrostatics, fast and smooth Ewald Particle-Mesh
electrostatics (PME) was used for long range electrostatics. In addition, the distance for
the Coulomb cut to 12 Å, the interpolation order for PME to value 4 (cubic interpolation),
and grid spacing for Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to 1.6 Å. In the temperature coupling,
velocity rescheduling with a stochastic term (modified Berendsen thermostat) was used.
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After obtaining two coupling groups (protein and water/ions), the time constant (0.1 ps)
and 310 K were considered as the reference temperature. In the pressure coupling (NpT
sets), a Parrinello-Rahman barostat was used (isotropic type, time constant of 2 ps, refer-
ence pressure of 1 bar and isothermal compressibility of 4.5 × 10−5 bar−1). In molecular
dynamics calculations, periodic boundary conditions in xyz coordinates (3D space) were
used. Then, the percent hydrogen bond occupancy (all frames, considering the cut-off
distance and angle of 4 Å and 20◦, respectively), root-mean-square deviation (RMSD),
and root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) were calculated using the modules GROMACS
and VMD [41].

2.2. Thermodynamic Integration

In order to investigate the binding affinities between the different substrates with
3CLpro of WT, Beta, and Omicron, we calculated an estimator for ln KD using binding
free energies and experimental data of the binding affinities of 3CLproH41A for substrates
nsp4|5, nsp5|6, and nsp14|15. This estimator was used to estimate ln KD of these sub-
strates when interacting with the main protease of WT, Beta, and Omicron. Thus, we
calculated binding free energies of the 3CLproH41A; the binding free energy was calculated
using the method of thermodynamic integration. The substrate/3CLpro complexes were
placed in a cubic periodic boundary condition (PBC) box. The NVT and NpT procedures
were equally applied, keeping the same conditions in our MD simulations. During free en-
ergy of perturbation (FEP) simulations, the coupling parameter λ, which varied from 0 to 1,
was used to evaluate the change in free energy ∆G of modifying the system from the fully
interacting state (λ = 0) to the non-interacting state (λ = 1) by changing the Hamiltonian
system. The change in the state of interaction of the ligand from a state of complete interac-
tion to a state of non-interaction with neighboring molecules is known as the process of
ligand annihilation. Ten values of λcoul (0.00; 0.10; 0.20; 0.30; 0.40; 0.50; 0.60; 0.70; 0.80; 0.90;
and 1.00) and ten values of λvdW (0.00; 0.10; 0.20; 0.30; 0.40; 0.50; 0.60; 0.70; 0.80; 0.90; and
1.00) were used to change Coulomb and van de Waals interactions, respectively. Twenty
simulations were performed considering different values of λ for the substrate in a complex
with different 3CLpro. The total energy change of the substrate annihilation process was
then summed via Bennet’s acceptance ratio (BAR) method. Finally, the binding affinity
was estimated using a linear regression model associating the experimental data of the
binding affinities of 3CLproH41A for nsp4|5, nsp5|6, and nsp14|15 substrates with the
free energy data of the interaction determined by BAR. Finally, we determined a linear
regression model using binding free energies (in kJ·mol−1) as independent variables and ln
KD as dependent variables.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Molecular and Structural Relationships of the 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta,
and 3CLproOmicron

Our analysis of multiple sequence alignment of the 3CLpro amino acid sequences of
the VOCs showed that the Beta and Omicron variants have substitutions at K90R (K3353R)
and P132H (P3395H), respectively (Figure S1). Analogously, other coronaviruses also
share mutations in 3CLpro that could impact substrate binding [34,42]. In this context,
previous studies have shown that 3CLpro homologs from MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, and
SARS-CoV-2 have different binding affinities to known protease inhibitors [43], raising the
possibility that these drugs might also show variable degrees of effectiveness against VOCs.
Therefore, structural studies are an essential tool to gather relevant information that could
be the basis for drug design and the development of broad-spectrum antivirals. 3CLpro
cleaves the nsp4/5 and nsp5/6 sites, as well as other sites on the pp1ab polyprotein [44]. In
our molecular dynamics studies, all 3Clpro variants (3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta,
and 3CLproOmicron) showed different profiles of RMSD and RMSF while interacting with
nsp4|5 and nsp5|6 (Figures 1 and 2). RMSDH41A showed large structural changes through-
out the molecular dynamics simulation, ranging from 2.0 to 5.8 Å RMSD. We observed that
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the backbone RMSD of the four 3CLpro variants showed different profiles in the simula-
tions. The 3CLproH41A presented more structural changes than 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and
3CLproOmicron, in which backbone RMSDH41A changed from ~2.7 to ~4.1 Å. Interestingly,
the 3CLproWT showed few conformational changes when compared with 3CLproBeta and
3CLproOmicron, with an RMSDWT of ~2.6 Å. Our results are in agreement with Avti and
coauthors, in which the Cα RMSD of 3CLproWT in complex with lopinavir and ritonavir
converged to ~2.5 Å [45]. We considered that 3CLproBeta and 3CLproOmicron also showed
good conformational stabilities, presenting RMSDBeta and RMSDOmicron of ~2.7 and ~2.2 Å,
respectively. In general, backbone RMSD of the substrate nsp4|5 presented few structural
changes when interacting with 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron.
RMSDH41A, RMSDWT, RMSDBeta, and RMSDOmicron values were ~2.1, ~1.7, ~1.3, and
~2.4 Å, respectively.
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Figure 1. Structural changes of different 3CLpro variants while interacting with nsp 4|5 substrate.
Backbone root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of (a) 3CLproH41A, (b) 3CLproWT, (c) 3CLproBeta, and
(d) 3CLproOmicron calculated using molecular dynamics simulations for 500 ns.
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Figure 2. Structural changes of different 3CLpro while interacting with nsp 5|6 substrate. Back-
bone root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of (a) 3CLproH41A, (b) 3CLproWT, (c) 3CLproBeta, and
(d) 3CLproOmicron.

Next, we investigated backbone RMSD of the substrate nsp 5|6 while interacting with
3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron. Such substrates presented low
binding affinity by 3CLproH41A [26]. Thus, both substrate and 3CLpro variants are expected
to show large conformational changes in molecular dynamics simulations. Indeed, both
substrate nsp 5|6 and the enzyme variants showed large variability in the RMSD values
and, in each case, a different structural behavior was observed, even maintaining the same
experimental conditions. Although RMSD of nsp 5|6 presented convergence in ~280 ns,
the mutation from H41 to A41 caused significant structural changes of the 3CLproH41A,
mainly while interacting with this low binding affinity substrate. Conversely, we observed
that nsp 5|6 presented less structural variability, mainly after ~250 ns. The 3CLproBeta and
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3CLproOmicron showed different backbone RMSD profiles in the simulation (Figure 2c,d).
Note that the substrate nsp5|6 exhibited similar variability of the backbone RMSD while
interacting with these variants. However, 3CLproOmicron showed better structural stability
than 3CLproBeta while interacting with this substrate. Thus, changes in the structural
stability of nsp 4|5 and nsp 5|6 in the active site of the 3CLpro variants play a key role
in the substrate/enzyme complex interaction. Strengthening these interactions increases
the binding affinity of these molecules to the active site, an effect often deployed as a
basic principle in drug design. Indeed, previous molecular dynamics studies showed that
3CLpro in complexes with inhibitors of high binding affinities have stable active sites [46].
Therefore, the stability of both substrates in 3CLpro of VOCs demonstrate the effectiveness
of accommodation of high and low affinity substrates in the active site in order to facilitate
the cleavage process.

Next, we investigated how the structural flexibility of each amino acid residue is af-
fected in relation to mean movement throughout the molecular dynamics simulation. Thus,
we analyzed the backbone RMSF of different 3CLpro (Figure 3). Comparing the RMSF of
the 3CLpro variants interacting with the substrate nsp4|5, the 3CLproBeta and 3CLproH41A

showed significantly higher RSMF values than those of 3CLproWT and 3CLproOmicron,
suggesting that 3CLproBeta and 3CLproH41A are more flexible when bound to nsp4|5 than
3CLproWT and 3CLproOmicron. In general, when interacting with substrates nsp4|5 and
nsp5|6, all four 3CLpro variants presented high RMSF values (RMSF > 3Å) at residues
45–55 (domain I), 90–200 (domain II), and 230–300 (domain III). Our results are in agree-
ment with Muralidharan and coauthors, who showed that free enzymes and the enzymes
in complex with different inhibitors presented the same RMSF profile [46]. Therefore, our
results suggest that the mutations identified in the 3CLproBeta and 3CLproOmicron do not
significantly affect the structural flexibility of the amino acid residues of these variants
when interacting with substrates nsp 4|5 and nsp 5|6.
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Figure 3. Backbone root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) of the 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta,
and 3CLproOmicron. (a) Backbone RMSF of the 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and
3CLproOmicron while interacting with nsp 4|5. (b) Backbone RMSF of the 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT,
3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron while interacting with nsp 5|6.
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3.2. Predicted Binding Affinity of Different Substrates Interacting with 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT,
3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron

Next, we developed a linear regression model using our binding free energy results
from three different substrates and the experimental data from Zhao et al. [26]. Assum-
ing that the active site is kept conserved in the 3CLpro variants, this linear regression
model was used to infer the binding affinities of these substrates in the active site of
the 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron in complex with the substrates nsp 4|5,
nsp 5|6, and nsp 14|15. Table 1 shows the binding free energies predicted by the free
energy of perturbation (FEP). Note that the FEP-based binding free energies values of
the different 3CLpro variants interacting with the same substrate showed the same or-
der of magnitude: (1) nsp 4|5 in complex with 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and
3CLproOmicron were, respectively, 3037.6, 3017.4, 3016.6, and 3026.0 kJ·mol−1; (2) nsp 5|6 in
complex with 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron were, respectively,
3428.1, 3418.7, 3402.9, and 3412.3 kJ·mol−1; (3) nsp 14|15 in complex with 3CLproH41A,
3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron were, respectively, 3290.3, 3276.8, 3293.0, and
3266.0 kJ·mol−1. Therefore, these results reveal that corresponding mutations in these
3CLpro variants are not affecting free binding affinities by different substrates. Using these
FEP-based energies, we determined the linear regression model:

ln KD = (31.5 ∗ ∆G− 122124.0)/RT (1)

where ∆G is the binding free energy obtained by the FEP, R is the gas constant, T is
the absolute temperature, and KD is a dissociation constant in µM. In Table 2, we show
the estimated KD values calculated using this linear regression model at T = 310 K. For
the substrate nsp4|5, estimated KD values varied between 27.5 and 35.6 µM. In substrate
nsp5|6, estimated KD values were from 3098.6 to 4216.2 µM. Finally, for substrate nsp 14|15,
estimated KD values varied between 580.6 and 807.6 µM. Therefore, these results suggest
that the mutations did not significantly affect the binding affinity of the corresponding
substrates in 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron.

Table 1. Perturbation free energy (FEP) estimated by molecular dynamics. Binding free energies
(∆G in kJ·mol−1) between different substrates and different 3CLpro.

∆G (kJ·mol−1)

3CLproH41A 3CLproWT 3CLproBeta 3CLproOmicron

nsp 4|5 3037.6 ± 18.3 3017.4 ± 21.2 3016.6 ± 22.3 3026.0 ± 18.6

nsp 5|6 3428.1 ± 13.7 3418.7 ± 19.7 3402.9 ± 11.0 3412.3 ± 19.6

nsp 14|15 3290.3 ± 15.2 3276.8 ± 13.3 3293.0 ± 14.5 3266.0 ± 14.1

Table 2. Relationship between the affinity rates obtained experimentally with the rates obtained by pre-
diction. Prediction rates were described using a regression model ln KD = (31.5 ∗ ∆G− 122124.0)/RT
and compared with experimental KD data from Zhao and co-authors [26].

KD (µM)

Experimental Prediction

3CLproH41A 3CLproH41A 3CLproWT 3CLproBeta 3CLproOmicron

nsp 4|5 28 ± 3 [26] 35.6 27.8 27.5 30.9

nsp 5|6 2730 ± 900 [26] 4216.2 3756.1 3098.6 3473.0

nsp 14|15 1530 ± 350 [26] 781.6 663.1 807.6 580.6

Our previous study showed that significant variations in viral load may be associated
with other genes, in addition to Spike, that influence viral load [1]. This suggests the
hypothesis that the activity of these genes may probably influence other stages of the
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viral replication cycle. In the other words, our hypothesis suggests that viral load may be
related to cell invasion and protein maturation or the inhibition of innate cell response [1],
supported by experimental studies [1,34] that showed VOCs have higher viral load when
compared with the wild type. Since the structural changes of 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT,
3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron were not affected by mutations, we investigated other
kinetic parameters that could be related with viral load. We therefore considered the
mechanism of action, where the transfer of protons must occur from C145 to H41, making
the cysteine active for a possible nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl carbon of the substrate
glutamine. To evaluate the feasibility of this transfer, we measured the distance between
the hydrogen of the catalytic cysteine (C145-H) and delta 1 nitrogen (H41-Nδ1) of H41.
Furthermore, we also calculated the distance between the sulfur of C145 and the carbonyl
carbon of glutamine present in the substrate. We considered that proteolytic cleavage
may only occur if the catalytic residues, the nucleophile (Cys145), and the point of attack
on the substrate are close enough and in the right geometry. We thus assumed that a
distance of 4.5 Å between these residues would be enough for catalysis and then quantified
the substrate cleavage rate in the different molecular dynamics simulations (Table 3). As
shown in Table 3, under these assumptions, substrate nsp4|5 may be cleaved 154, 9941,
and 555 times, respectively, by 3CLproWT, 3ClproBeta, and 3ClproOmicron. However, the
substrate nsp 5|6 may be cleaved 1025, 70, and 445 times by 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and
3CLproOmicron. Although these results are still preliminary, the much higher number of
conformations where both the Omicron and the Beta variants have the opportunity to
cleave the peptide bond at the nsp4|5 boundaries might help explain how these VOCs
achieve higher viral loads. Indeed, expression of nsp4 is essential for the replication and
assembly of virus replicative structures [33] and cleavage between nsp4 and nsp5 may be
critical for virus particle production, which may explain the increased viral loads [1,34].

Table 3. Cleavage rates of different 3CLpro. To calculate the cleavage rate, the frequency at which the
catalytic dyad of the 3CLpro protein approached the substrate was taken into account, taking into
account a cutoff of 4.5 Å.

Cleavage Rate (Cut of 4.5 Å)

3CLproWT 3CLproBeta 3CLproOmicron

nsp 4|5 154 9941 555

nsp 5|6 1025 70 445

At the same time, a smaller number of conformations capable of catalyzing the cleav-
age of the nsp5|6 is visited by 3CLpro from the Beta and, to a lesser extent, by Omicron
variants. Since nsp5 is the catalytic core of 3CLpro and is known to act on cellular pro-
teins that regulate innate immunity and inflammation, a reduction in the intracellular
concentrations of mature nsp5 could impact the capacity of these VOCs to inhibit the innate
immunity and stress response pathways [47,48]. Still, as seen by the number of expected
cleavage events, the Omicron variant might still be very effective at attacking the nsp5|6,
and reports actually suggest the Beta variant is more effective than the wild-type in evading
humoral responses [49,50]. It is therefore possible that the lower number of cleavage events
leading to the maturation of Nsp5 does not significantly affect the attack of innate immunity
regulators by nsp5.

3.3. Pharmacophoric Hypothesis Based on Molecular Dynamics Simulations

In rational drug design, one way to predict a potential inhibitor of a target protein is
to know the pharmacophoric elements of bioactive molecules and/or main amino acid
residues of the active site. Such pharmacophoric elements are defined as basic require-
ments for a substrate and/or ligand to make the molecular recognition at the active site
of the target protein. It has been reported that residues His41, Met165, Asp187, Arg188,
and Gln189 are important for the interaction of 3CLpro with its inhibitors [14,51]. In
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general, His41 may favor interaction with aromatic groups of inhibitors [51]. Rhamnoc-
itrin, Isokaempferide, and kaempferol may make important interactions into the active
site with amino acid residues His41, Cys145, Asn142, and Glu166 [52]. The α-ketoamide-
derived inhibitor interacts with 3CLpro, specifically with residues His41, His164, and
Cys145 [20]. Three drug-like peptides were identified and shown to interact with His41,
Gly143, and Glu166 of the 3CLpro [19]. The Glu166 is a potential pharmacophore for drug
design and plays a key role in preventing 3CLpro dimerization [14]. Catalytic residues
H41 and Cys145 are essential for the substrate proteolytic cleavage process [53], being
fundamental for the rational design of 3CLpro inhibitors [14]. In this regard, we compare
our molecular dynamics simulation results with these previous studies and propose a phar-
macophore for the rational design of inhibitors for 3CLproWT and its variants 3CLproBeta

and 3CLproOmicron.
In general, pharmacophoric models have been proposed based on the chemical struc-

tures of inhibitors, crystal structure of 3CLpro, and molecular dynamics simulation studies.
Previous studies of X-ray crystallography and computational data showed that His41,
Asn142, Cys145, Glu166, and Gln189 may be potential pharmacophoric centers for 3CLpro
inhibitors [14,18,54–56]. Considering the conformational diversity of the 3CLpro active
site, Pathak and collaborators identified six pharmacophoric clusters for SARS-CoV-2 main
protease [57]. These clusters allowed identifying the fundamental residues to interact with
different chemical groups of inhibitors, allowing mapping of pharmacophoric subsites
of 3CLpro [57]. Thus, the six pharmacophoric groups presented important residues that
interact with different inhibitors in the subsites S1 (Phe140, Leu141, His163, Met165, Glu166,
His172), S1’ (Thr25, Thr26, Leu27, Asn142, Gly143, Ser144, Cys145, His164), S2 (His41,
Met49, Asp187, Arg188, Gln189), and S4 (Leu167, Phe168, Thr190, Ala191, Gln192) [57].
Wang and coauthors constructed a 3D pharmacophoric model with four components, being
one hydrophobic, one hydrogen bond donor, and two hydrogen bond acceptors, in which
corresponding residues are hypothesized to be His41, Met49, Phe140, Ser144 e Met165, and
Glu166 e Gln189 [58]. In our previous study, we built models of artificial neural networks,
partial least squares regression models, and sequential minimal optimization regression,
and simulated twelve potential inhibitors into the 3CLpro active site [14]. These combined
results led us to propose a pharmacophoric model with few components that included the
residues His41, Asn142, Cys145, Glu166, and Gln189 [14].

In order to investigate potential pharmacophoric centers, we calculated hydrogen
bonding (HB) occupancies of the subsite on the enzymatic cavity of each 3CLpro variant.
In Tables 4 and 5 we show the main hydrogen bonds, considering values of hydrogen
bond occupancies above 20%. We classify the hydrogen bonds as weak interaction (HB
occupancy between 20 and 30%), medium interaction (HB occupancy between 30.1 and
50%), and strong interaction (HB occupancy above 50%). Gln6 is conserved among the
SARS-CoV-2 polyprotein cleavage sites. Our results show that Gln6 is essential for mak-
ing strong hydrogen bonding interactions with different residues in the enzymatic cav-
ity, as observed between pairs SCGln6nsp4|5/SCGlu166H41A, MCGln6nsp4|5/MCHis164WT,
MCGln6nsp4|5/MCGly143WT, SCGln6nsp4|5/SCHis163Omicron

., and MCGln6nsp4|5/MCGly143Omicron.
Notably, the nsp5|6 also contains medium and strong hydrogen bonding interactions be-
tween SCGln6nsp5|6/MCGly143H41A, SCGln6nsp5|6/SCGlu166WT, SCGln6nsp5|6/SCGlu166Beta,
SCGln6nsp5|6/SCGlu166Omicron, MCGln6nsp5|6/MCGly143WT, MCGln6nsp5|6/MCGly143Beta,
and MCGln6nsp5|6/MCGly143Omicron (Tables 4 and 5, Figures S2 and S3). Gln6 seems essen-
tial to maintain strong or medium hydrogen bonding interactions with the residues Gly143
(in the S1 subsite) or Glu166 (S4 subsite), suggesting that these residues are fundamental
for the enzyme/substrate recognition.

Other positions of both nsp4|5 and nsp5|6 were found to be involved in interactions
in different 3CLpro variants. The MCAla3nsp4|5 makes strong hydrogen bonding interac-
tions only with MCThr190WT (71% hydrogen bond occupancy). The MCVal4nsp4|5 is key to
make strong and medium hydrogen bonding interactions with Glu166 in all 3CLpro. The
MCLeu5nsp4|5 forms a strong hydrogen bonding interaction with SCGln189WT, this interac-
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tion being weak in the other variants of 3CLpro. Considering nsp5|6, the MCThr4 makes a
strong hydrogen bond with the main chain of Glu166 in all 3CLpro, while MCSer7 forms
strong hydrogen interactions with only the main chain of the MCTHR26Beta. The 3CLproWT

inhibitors may interact with other residues such as His41, Asn142, Ser144, Cys145, His164,
Arg188, and Gln192 (Table S1). However, considering that Gly143 and Glu166 are key in
substrate recognition, we suggest that these residues be incorporated as pharmacophoric
centers of Beta and Omicron variants in drug design. Our analysis shows that Gly143 and
Glu166 are essential residues to interact with substrate Gln6 and, therefore, are potential
broad-spectrum pharmacophoric centers of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro VOCs.

Table 4. Hydrogen bonding occupancies of substrate nsp 4|5 interacting with 3CLpro variants. The
hydrogen bonding occupancies considered relevant were at least 20%. Note that MC = main chain;
SC = side chain; HBA = hydrogen bonding acceptor; HBD = hydrogen bonding receptor.

Amino Acid Sequence of 3CLpro Variants

nsp 4|5 H41A WT Beta Omicron

MCAla3 SCGln189HBD (31.6)
SCGln189HBA (24.9)

MCThr190HBA (71.0)
SCPro168HBD (22.0) MCThr190HBA (26.8) -

MCVal4 MCGlu166HBA (62.1)
MCGlu166HBD (54.4)

MCGlu166HBA (41.9)
MCGlu166HBD (75.6)
SCGln189HBA (20.2)

MCGlu166HBA (38.6)
MCGlu166HBD (41.9)

MCGlu166HBA (56.3)
MCGlu166HBD (49.0)

MCLeu5 - SCGln189HBA (50.6) SCGln189HBA (28.7) -

SCGln6 SCGlu166HBA (72.7)
MCLeu141HBA (21.9) SCGlu166HBA (20.4) SCGlu166HBA (26.3) SCHis163HBA (70.3)

MCPhe140HBA (47.9)

MCGln6 -
MCHis164HBA (50.6)
SCCys145HBD (23.4)
MCGly143HBD (68.2)

- SCCys145HBD (37.4)
MCGly143HBD (81.6)

SCSer7 - SCHis41HBA (29.0) SCThr25HBD (21.7) -

MCGly8 MCThr26HBA (30.0)
SCAsn142HBD (20.8)

- SCAsn142HBD (36.2) SCAsn142HBD (34.4)

Table 5. Hydrogen bonding occupancies of substrate nsp 5|6 interacting with 3CLpro variants. The
hydrogen bonding occupancies considered relevant are at least 20%. Note that MC = main chain;
SC = side chain; HBA = hydrogen bonding acceptor; HBD = hydrogen bonding receptor.

Amino Acid Sequence of 3CLpro Variants

nsp 5|6 H41A WT Beta Omicron

MCVal3 MCThr190HBA (30.4)
SCGln189HBD (20.9) SCGln189HBD (26.3) SCGln189HBD (23.4) SCGln189HBD (27.3)

MCThr4 MCGlu166HBA (58.3)
MCGlu166HBD (55.9)

MCGlu166HBA (59.6)
MCGlu166HBD (74.9)

MCGlu166HBA (52.5)
MCGlu166HBD (70.5)

MCGlu166HBA (59.0)
MCGlu166HBD (62.6)

SCGln6 MCGly143HBD (66.3)
MCSer144HBD (22.4) SCGlu166HBD (36.4) SCGlu166HBD (49.9) SCGlu166HBA (42.5)

MCGln6 - MCGly143HBD (31.6) MCGly143HBD (36.6)
MCGly143HBD (42.9)
SCCys145HBD (25.4)
mCHis164HBA (22.7)

SCSer7 MCAla41HBA (30.1) SCHis41HBA (22.2) SCHis41HBA (27.1) SCHis41HBA (22.2)

MCSer7 MCTHR26HBA (30.9) - MCTHR26HBD (53.1) -

MCAla8 - - - SCAsn142HBA (21.3)

MCVal9 MCSER46HBA (30.1) - - -
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4. Conclusions

The 3CLpro mutations may be related to the high viral load observed for SARS-CoV-2
VOCs. RMSD values of the substrate nsp4|5 interacting with 3CLpro from all variants
analyzed indicates conformational stability in the active site, with significantly higher
stability being observed for 3CLproWT and 3CLproOmicron. The 3CLpro variants interacting
with nsp4|5 and nsp 5|6 showed similar profiles of RMSF, suggesting little variation in
overall flexibility. Furthermore, the 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproOmicron did not
present significant differences in the estimated KD values in their interactions with the
substrates, presenting the same order of magnitude for their binding affinities. However,
the cleavage rate of nsp 4|5 may be related to the increased viral load of these VOCs
because the releasing of nsp4 is essential for the replication and assembly of replicative
structures of the virus [33]. Our results have limitations due to the use of a simplified
system for performing the molecular dynamics calculations. Kinetic studies measuring
the catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) of the substrates in these 3CLpro variants are therefore
required to confirm our computational data. Importantly, despite these limitations, our
simulations allowed us to suggest that Gly143 and Glu166 are key in substrate recognition
and may be incorporated as pharmacophoric centers of Beta and Omicron variants in drug
design. Our conclusion that Gly143 and Glu166 are essential residues to interact with
the substrate’s Gln6 residue implies that these residues have great potential to be used as
broad-spectrum pharmacophoric centers of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/covid3040044/s1, Figure S1. Multiple alignment of the amino acid
sequence of 3CLproH41A, 3CLproWT, 3CLproBeta, and 3CLproBA.1; Figure S2. Hydrogen bonding
interactions; Figure S3. Hydrogen bonding interactions; Table S1. Hydrogen bonding occupancies
of potential 3CLpro inhibitors.; Table S2. Free energy integral of different 3CLpro in complex with
substrate nsp 4|5; Table S3. Free energy integral of different 3CLpro in complex with substrate
nsp 5|6; Table S4. Free energy integral of different 3CLpro in complex with substrate nsp 14|15.
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